
The uncommon beauty in common things.

- Charles Eames -



Dedicated to

Beautiful Vintage Stationery

- TOOLS to LIVEBY -
FIRST COLLECTION



A lot of fine stationery in the past has been cast out due to
the change of generations and the closed factories.

TOOLS to LIVEBY wants to re-vitalize and share the beauty of those
disappeared good stationery. 

We duplicate the very products with refined modeling and packaging.

The cherished good-old-day

vintage stationery

Dedicated to Beautiful Vintage Stationery
-TOOLS to LIVEBY-



First Collection 

THE OLD GOODS

PAPER CLIPS

THE LEATHERS

PENCIL CASES
PENCIL CAPS



PAPER CLIPS
Made of Brass 



The six clip styles 

In the late nineteen century, 
all kinds of clips were created in order to meet the principle of 

“It Fits the Finger.”  
Tools to Liveby selects six popular shapes to make your hands 

and the paper bear with one another. 







Owl

Material: Brass

Size: 1 Inch Length

Detail: 10 Pieces per Box

TOOLS to LIVEBY logo embossed

The owl clip was created in 1983 in the United 
States. The design is so smart that it holds 
firmly, won’t hurt the paper, and double 
clipping. The name “owl” was called because 
the shape is like the eyes of an owl. 



Niagara
Material: Brass

Size: 1 Inch Length

Detail: 10 Pieces per Box

TOOLS to LIVEBY logo embossed

Niagara clip was invented with patent in 1897 
in New York. It has a nickname “GEM Paper 
Clip.” GEM can hold more pieces of paper 
easily and a heart shape emerges naturally 
that brings a lot of fun.



Ideal
Material: Brass

Size: 1 Inch Length

Detail: 10 Pieces per Box

TOOLS to LIVEBY logo embossed

Cushman & Denison Mfg. Co. launched the  
Ideal clip that became popular instantly and 
continually manufactured until now. We make 
it in a smaller size to clip fewer sheets of 
paper. We give it a nickname “Butterfly Clip.”



Weis

Material: Brass

Size: 1 Inch Length

Detail: 10 Pieces per Box

TOOLS to LIVEBY logo embossed

Weis Binder Co. launched the triangular clip 
in 1903. The patent was granted in 1904. 
The right triangle design makes the clip 
convenient to handle with one raised tip that 
also creates gap between different paper 
files.



Mogul

Material: Brass

Size: 1 Inch Length

Detail: 10 Pieces per Box

TOOLS to LIVEBY logo embossed

Clipper Mfg. Co. released the Mogul clip in 
1918. With the unique shape of design, this 
clip can hold sheets of paper firmly.



McGill

Material: Brass

Size: 1 Inch Length

Detail: 10 Pieces per Box

TOOLS to LIVEBY logo embossed

The patent of McGill paper clip was granted 
in 1900. We've adjusted its proportion a little 
bit in order to hold  paper perfectly.







HANDMADE LEATHER
Handmade



"Handmade" means
the spectacular quality and the warm/soft touch.

A pencil case is a good companion of stationery.
Pencils and erasers need a home!

We choose fine leather-made case that will mark a special taste for 
the user

Tools to liveby coopeates with leather craftsman to develop
three case models.









Every leather product includes a protection bag.



Pencil Case

Material: Leather

Type & Size: (from top to bottom)

L 180~190mm length, 60~70 mm height

M 190 x 100mm , S 185 x 60 mm,

Detail: With zipper, 

4 colors each type - Natural/ Brown/Black/Tan

Sold with a protection bag.

All cases are made of fine leather. You can 
identify the functions and the beautiful leather 
lines you need personally.









Pencil Cap

Material: Leather

Size: 50mm length

Detail: 

2 colors - Brown/ Black & 1 color - Natural

Sold in set (one piece of brown and one piece of

black / two pieces of natural)

Look at the three colors of the pencil cap. 
Elegant and attractive with practical protection 
from possible hurt to your beloved pencil case.









Sharpener 
Leather Case
Material: Leather

Size: 4cm x 4cm x 2.5cm

Colors - Natural

Natural plant-derived tannins leather is like a 
brass pencil sharpener, which will gradually 
change color with time and use. It will have 
different textures with different users or ways of 
use.

The 5th Anniversary Leather Case can be paired 
with a variety of brass pencil sharpeners. It 
can be easily placed in both single and double 
holes. It is easy to carry around and accompany 
you through the new 5th anniversary and 
experience every day.





The Series of Selection

STAINLESS STEEL SCISSORS
BINDER CLIPS



SCISSORS
Stainless



Similar as finding a soul mate
You always regret that the ordinary scissors cannot 

meet your demand from your heart.

We design five elegant styles, 

either black or gold, the TOOLS to LIVEBY logo is printed on the blade. 

Every cut is a perfect satisfaction in usage.



Circle

Material: Stainless Steel

Size: 6.5 Inch Length

Detail: Rubber Handle

2 colors - Black (with Teflon) & Gold  

TOOLS to LIVEBY logo printed

Circle series is made of Japanese stainless 
steel. You can tell easily the wider blades 
design that combines the style and function in 
one lovely handicraft shape. 









6.5’’

Material: Stainless Steel

Size: 6.5 Inch Length

Detail: Rubber Handle 

2 colors - Black (with Teflon) & Gold 

TOOLS to LIVEBY logo printed

The 6.5” scissors are made of Japanese 
stainless steel with a universal size. Golden 
body plus the proportioned size catches your 
eyes right away.







9’’

Material: Stainless Steel

Size: 9 Inch Length

Detail: Teflon Coating / Rubber Handle

TOOLS to LIVEBY logo printed

The beautiful black color is the result of Teflon 
coated Japanese stainless steel. You can tell 
easily the wider blades design that combines 
the style and function in one lovely handicraft 
shape. We bet you enjoy it immediately.







3’’

Material: Stainless Steel

Size: 3 Inch Length

Detail: Rubber Handle 

2 colors - Black (with Teflon) & Gold 

TOOLS to LIVEBY logo printed

The 3” scissors are made of  Japanese 
stainless steel. The short shape is convenient 
for carrying around.









BATON PEN



Baton Pen

Size:15.2cm x 1.6 cm x 0.8cm

Lead:0.7mm

Ink:Oil

Material:PP

Origin:Japan

＊ The ink refill is sold by TTLB.

The exclusive color in cooperation with 
TOOLS to LIVEBY and Japan.
5 sets:3 refills & 2 penholders
fluorescent orange + black ink (black & 
white penholder)
blue + black ink (black & white penholder)
red + blue ink(white penholder)







PENCIL



Tools to Liveby 
Pencil
Size:17.7cm x 0.8cm

Lead:2B

Material:Wood

Origin:Japan

The shape of a baguette that resembles 
French bread is  a penci l 's  humorous 
imagination by Tools to Liveby. The warm 
wood barrel is comfortable to hold; the 2B 
graphite with softer brushstrokes makes the 
handwriting darker. It is a pen that can be 
written easily by both adults and children.









TTLB X Vita Yang 
Pencil Set
Size:19cm x 0.75cm

Lead:2B

Material:Wood

Origin:Taiwan

Detail: Hexagonal barrel / Unsharpened

TOOLS to LIVEBY has crossover with a Taiwanese 
illustrator, Vita Yang, featering a collection of 
stationery. With the main concept 《7 days 7 boys》 
and creat the pencil set.

A set of eight pencils featuring a different 
handwritting style quotes. The quotes are in gold 
foil print includes: 

"Remember why you started"
"I am still learning" — Michalelangelo, 
"Be yourself; everyone else is already taken" — Oscar Wilde







RULER



Rulermark

Length:18cm

Material:Brass

Origin:Taiwan

Tools to Liveby store card has been a 
classic item loved by our customers, and 
it is very useful as it is not only a store 
card but also a bookmark! Enjoying using 
it when the brass becomes tarnished 
and changes color over time, and TTLB 
Brass Rulermark will turn into a precious 
personal tool you'd love.







Hexetate Ruler

Material: HEXETATE (HEX+Acetate) 

Length: 15cm

D e t a i l :  3  c o l o r s  -  B ro w n  h a v a n a / 

 

TOOLS to LIVEBY logo printed

The design style of retro plastic frame 
glasses, with smooth and moist texture. It 
reveals beautiful color and veined pattern 
under the light, and is a beautiful object on 
your fingertip. The delicate touch and low-
key gorgeous color expression exist like a 
exquisite goods on the desk.













BINDER CLIPS



Perspective

Material: Spring Steel

Size: 

19mm- 10 Pieces per Box

32mm- 6 Pieces per Box

51mm- 3 Pieces per Box

Detail: 3 colors per each size

Color- Silver/ Gold/ Black

Metal clips are perfectly for keeping 
documents together. By the smart 
design of line shape, you can see 
through what you write on paper. 





Perspective

Material: Spring Steel

Size: 

19mm- 10 Pieces per Box

32mm- 6 Pieces per Box

51mm- 3 Pieces per Box

Detail: 2 colors per each size 

Color- Bronze/ Rose Gold

Metal clips are perfect for keeping 
documents together. By the smart 
design of line shape, you can see 
through what you write on paper. 







Wire Clip

Material: Spring Steel

Size: 32mm- 12 Pieces per Box

Detail: 2 colors

Color- Gold/ Black

Tools to Liveby Wire Clips allow you to 
see through to the paper and show the 
vacant beauty. 
The mini and useful wire clips can be 
used as paper clips, message holders, 
decoration and more. There are 2 
colors available: gold and Black.











LETTER OPENERS



Letter Opener

Material: Plastic

Size: 150 x 40 mm

Detail: New version has 6 colors, and all with 

matt foil gold printing.

Black/ Red/ White/ Blue/ Green/ Yellow

Previous version of 4 colors will be 

discontinued soon.

Black & Red are no longer available.

Nowadays, less and less people are used 
to using letter openers. A letter opener 
seems to be an uncommonly used tool. In 
order to slow down the pace from the busy 
life, we suggest you start with using this 
affordable introductory tool to feel the fun 
that stationery and tools bring to life.









SCALE



Scale

Material: Aluminum

Length: 15cm

Scale: 1:100 - 1:600

Detail: 6 colors - Black/ Silver/ Blue/ 

            Green/ Gold/ Red

TOOLS to LIVEBY logo printed

This aluminum scale sold ever since the 
beginning of TTLB is a super popular local 
product made in Taiwan. With the new style 
of manufacture, laser cutting the graduated 
scale, it doesn't fade out easily. Proudly show 
our insistence on the quality by the scale.







PENCIL CLIP



Pencil Clip

Material: Tinplate

Size: 0.75cm x .9cm(each clip)

Detail: 5pcs included

To pay tribute to the unique historical 
significance of stationery in this era, Tools to 
Liveby create the vintage pencil clips, which 
hope to continue the beautiful things in the 
past. The five original brand image designs 
inherit the retroelements, and each has its 
styles. The Slogan printed on them are simple 
but have far-reaching meanings.
At the moment when your thoughts turned 
into words, let the retro pencil clips decorate 
your pencils and accompany your daily life.









STAMPS



Alphabet Stamp  

Material: Wood

Size: 0.8cm x 0.8cm(each stamp)

Detail: small letters /capital letters 

Besides 26 English letters, we choose 
some useful and lovely symbols to make 
the stamps. You can decorate your agenda, 
letters or cards with the adorable stamps.









Paper Clips Stamp  

Material: Wood

Size: 1.6cm x 2cm(each stamp)

Detail:  paper clips style

Six retro-inspired paper clips incarnation 
stamps. You can use the paper clips stamps 
on your journal, notebook, letter or card to 
add more fun and change to your creation.







Numbers Stamp

Material: Wood

Size: 1.6cm x 2cm(each frame stamp)

        1cm x 1cm(eaxh number stamp)

Detail: number 0~9 with 4 types of frames 

In addition to the ten digits of the numbers 
seal, we have specially selected four frames, 
can stamp the numbers in the frame and use 
them together.







PINS



Pins - Scissor Style

Material: metal 

Size: 19.5mm x 31.5mm 

Detail: 2 colors

Color- White / Black 

The birth of scissor pins originated from 
the guests' inspiration and their love for 
our cutting tools. The classic black or white 
scissor pins shaped with the golden borders. 
Take a closer look; the TTLB brand lettering 
is embossed on the scissor handle of the pin, 
showing a small and dedicate beauty.
The metal pin buckle design does not harm 
the fabric and therefore, can decorate with 
clothing, hat, hair accessories, and definitely 
on the cotton bags to show your creativity. Pin 
it, as if cutting off the annoying and worrying 
in your life.









ECO BAGS



Tote Bag ( Stationery )

Material: Canvas

Size: W35cm x H41cm

Detail: Washable 

This bigger size unisex bag can act as a 
tote or a shoulder bag when carries heavier 
things. This bag has graphics on side, one 
with logo and the other with illustration and 
words. This light fabric bag is easy to store 
and can be used as shopping bag.



Barrel-shaped Bag

Material: Canvas

Type & Size: 

D22cm / H26.5cm

Detail: Washable 

This barrel-shaped bag with logo printed on 
one side has binding done in the base for 
support. It's normal to have dots on this bag 
since it's made out of unbleached canvas.

The neutral color “brown” goes well with the 
clothes and accessories easily. This barrel-
shaped bag with logo printed on one side has 
binding done in the base for support.









Tote Bag ( L / Quote )

Material: Canvas

Size:47cm x 36.5cm x 15cm 

Strap length:75cm

Detail: Washable

4 colors - Denim/ Khaki/ Gray/ Beige

This bag can act as a tote or a shoulder 
bag. Both of the two colors go well with the 
clothes and accessories easily. The large 
capacity enables users to carry a lot of stuff, 
and you can carry the tote bag when you go 
shopping or taking a trip. This tote bag is 
your useful and helpful living accessory.











Tote Bag ( M )

Material: Canvas

Size:38cm x 30cm x 11cm

Strap length:100cm

Detail: Washable

The tote bag is made of canvas with outside 
& inside pocket, and can act as a shoulder 
bag as well.









Tote Bag ( S / Paperclip_Mcgill )

Material: Canvas

Size: W30cm x H25cm x 10cm

Strap Length: 107cm

Detail: Washable

The classic paperclip tote is newly installed! 
The paperclip tote has a small size and can 
act as a tote or a shoulder bag. It is suitable 
for travel light. With a little black snap buttun 
on top, prevents your stuff dropping from the 
bag.





Tote Bag ( S / Quote)

Material: Canvas

Size: W30cm x H25cm x 10cm

Strap Length: 107cm

Detail: Washable

Tools to LIVEBY launched the new khaki 
color with white Quote in the small tote, 
which brings a mild and comfortable feeling. 
The tote can also match any clothes, which 
presents a fresh and personal style.
This bag can be hand-carried or used as a 
shoulder bag. Double-sided pattern design, 
one side is the TOOLS to LIVEBY classic 
brand image logo, and the Quote “REALIZE 
HOW BLESSED YOU ARE” printed on another 
side, which is useful and meaningful.







Eco-bag  ( L )

Material: Nylon 

Size: 40cm x 50cm

Strap length: 50cm

Detail: Waterproof

2 colors - Green/ Grey

Keep abreast of the trend of environmental 
protection, TOOLStoLIVEBY first introduce 
the folding eco bags. The nylon material 
makes the bag water proof and set you free 
on rainy day. This bigger bag can act as a tote 
or a shoulder bag. With a small zipper pocket 
bag, it can help you both to carry little stuff 
and storage the bag.









Eco-bag  ( S )

Material: Nylon 

Size: 31cm x 26cm x 10cm

Detail: Waterproof

3 colors -  Blue/ Khaki/ Dark grey

Keep abreast of the trend of environmental 
protection, TOOLStoLIVEBY first introduce 
the folding eco bags. Tote bag with simple 
design does not occupy space after folding, 
so it is easy to carry. Double-sided pattern 
design, with classic logo our quote favorite 
quotes. The nylon material makes the bag 
water proof and set you free on rainy day.







Zip Bag

Material: Nylon 

Size: 25.5cm x 19cm

Detail: Waterproof

3 colors -  Gold/ Brown/ Silver

The most precious gift you can give someone 
is the gift of your time and attention. Tools to 
Liveby storage bag that is light and easy to 
carry, showing the beauty of life anytime and 
anywhere. It is made of water-repellent nylon 
fabric, even if it is rainy, it is not afraid of the 
items being soaked.









DUST BAGS



Dust Bag

Material: Canvas

Size:25cm x 15cm

Detail: Washable

2 colors - Beige / Black

Tools to Liveby all-purpose dust bag is 
originally a gift with Tools to Liveby pen 
cases, and it is quite popular and acceptable 
by our customers. Therefore, we decide to 
sell this all-purpose dust bag.

The craftsman which features the handicraft 
image on the bag is designed by TTLB team. 
You can use the bag to store stationery such 
as pens, notebooks and accessories as well. 
Also, it can store TRAVELER'S notebook. It is 
a useful and exquisite storage bag.







Thank you and Have a G’day!
- Tools to Liveby -


